**NATHEALTH Leadership Series**

- Transforming Healthcare Delivery (Healthcare Radius Magazine, Vivek Kanade, April Edition)
- Ayushman Bharat should become an instrument of positive change: Siddhartha Bhattacharya (ET Healthworld, Siddhartha Bhattacharya)
- India needs to allocate a higher public spend on health at 3x of what it does today (Inputs from Mr. Bhattacharya on Election Manifestos for Business World Magazine)
- Palliative Care: Where Treatments and Compassion Go Hand in Hand (Source NATHEALTH Bain & Company Report)
- Can Healthcare help in job creation? (Siddhartha Bhattacharya, Hindustan Times)

**Healthcare Policy Updates**

- IMA threatens agitation over bridge course proposal
- Devices as drugs: The debate continues
- Treatment on sale: law doesn't deter Delhi's medical professionals from soliciting patients
- Why India must move policy away from population control
- Has Health Truly Become a Political Priority in India?
- A Young Doctor's Appeal: Let's Understand Privilege Before We Talk Merit

**Healthcare Industry Overview**

- Health of a nation
- Building an Inclusive and Equitable Healthcare system in India
- Are Political Parties Serious About Healthcare Promises?
- Healthcare in India needs interdisciplinary approach
- Japan's M3 acquires majority share in Neuroglia Health
- Medical Tourism In India: What Why Where and boon or fall?
- Hands that cure and care
- Career prospects in cosmetology, Dr Sakshi Arora explains
- Amy Klobuchar on healthcare: Our country can be the best (CNN)
- Medicare for all' means best medical care in world will cease to exist

**Medtech Forum**

- How incubator-turned-medtech company InnAccel is innovating for India's needs
- Medical Technology - Today and Tomorrow (Special Podcast)
- Outsourcing of engineering services could spell big business
- Cyient and India 2022 Coalition Launch MedTechConnect Platform
- Telemedicine is the roadmap to improve medical Care in rural areas : Ayush Mishra
- Navia launches Navi: voice assistant for doctors
- Sixth Sense Ventures strikes debut health-tech deal

**Insurance Forum**

- Health & life cover, in one
• Health Insurance Portability in India
• Bajaj insurance arms join hands to offer combo product
• Insurance claim can’t be denied on ground of age-related disorder: Forum
• If Terms On Exclusion Of Policy Are Not Communicated To Insured, Insurer Cannot Rely On Them To Repudiate Claim: SC [Read Judgment]

Diagnostics Forum
• Exhaustive analysis needed before notifying more medical devices: MtaI
• Biosense: Low-cost medical diagnostic devices, for rural doctors
• 5 simple ways to reduce your hospital bill
• Will Metropolis Healthcare break India’s long IPO drought?
• Biopharma and agro-economy set for boom in India: Shaw

Awards and Events
• Analytica Anacon India & India Lab Expo (16th-17th April, Mumbai)
• Healthcare Innovation Summit (25th April, Bengaluru)
• Futuristic Healthcare Summit (FHS) 2019 (26th April, Bangalore)
• Futuristic Healthcare Summit (FHS) 2019 (26th April, Bangalore)
• MEDIKO Health Conference (May 3rd-5th, Hyderabad)
• CRO/Sponsor Summit 2019 (May 24th-26th, Indore)